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“Creating a Tradition for the Tamil Doctors ”
Chairman’s Message

President’s Message
Dear “ ATMA” friends,
I am excited and greatly honored to
serve ATMA as the President.
Recently, one of our members asked
me, “ATMA is interested in giving back
to our motherland in form of charity and
health care needs, what does ATMA do
for Tamil health care professionals who
would need help here- in this country?” This reminded me of
my situation 35 years ago, in 1973 when I landed in NY, I was
not stunned by the wealth or glamor of NY city, on contrary,
I was intimidated by the loneliness and helplessness. It was
not easy to settle down in an alien nation with a young
family- a toddler son and another on the way. I and my wife
were desperate and longing to meet another Indian. It took
a while before we felt America as our home.
It appears, even now, for the new doctor immigrants though
there is some help from their extended family members, for
many still they need guidance and moral support for their
professional enhancement. If only organizations like ATMA
was there at that time to assist the new immigrants from
Tamil Nadu I and my family would have had a better life and
adapted to America much faster. As the old saying goes,
“charity starts at home”, ATMA should make sure to help the
needy in this country along with helping the poor in Tamil
Nadu, Pondichery and other places.
Therefore, my appeal to you is
a) Join the organization
b) Participate in conventions to network
c) Volunteer your time to help in various committees
d) Help other Tamil health care professionals in this
country
e) Serve in health care needs in Tamil Nadu, Pondichery
and other places.
Our biggest asset is not our wealth, but our expertise and
ability to help in relation to health care needs. So I request
every one of you to join ATMA, have others join with you
and come in large numbers to our annual convention once
a year, wherever it would be and net work, initiate projects
that will help our fellow human here and elsewhere.
ATMA is all of us
Atma is in all of us
ATMA is invisible
But ATMA’s deeds will be always visible
HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Fondly,

Athi Narayan
President, ATMA

Dear Friends
Eleven people, eleven thousand dollars from them
and four conventions later, ATMA continues to grow.
We still have a great deal of work ahead of us, to enroll
the 6000 or so Tamil physicians and several thousand
more medical professionals in our organization. As we
grow, we are learning as a group and I would like to
share with you some reflections.
Our bylaws dictate new leadership every year. Our active Governors elect
the new President each year to ensure that those who are assuming this
principal organizational role have notably proven their commitment. While
this method has been effective up to this point, we are making changes
in the bylaws to include past Governors in the process in order to bring a
higher level of leadership experience to the selection process.
As you all know, the Vavipalyam project was funded by ATMA. The
Vavipalyam local board in Tamil Nadu raised funds along with ATMA funds
and is serving more than fifteen villages in the vicinity of Coimbatore. The
Gudalore Adhivasi project is yet another success story in which we provided
funds for building, and equipments for the ICU. The accomplishment of
this project can largely be attributed to Dr. Nandakumar Menon and his
wife Shylaja. Their great altruistic spirit along with the support of energetic
youngsters like Hari Prabhakar, were reasons behind the success of
Gudalore Adhivasi project. In both of these community based projects,
ATMA is providing support to the respective local organizations to succeed
in their mission. We will continue to identify and financially support well
organized local groups in India. Currently we are working with Pallavaram
Children’s Hospital having recently made a significant capital contribution
to construct the new facility.
Finally, the Board is considering a new venture titled “ATMA is the Project”
as proposed by Dr. Arumugham, our immediate past President. Essentially,
as outlined in this new proposal, our role would shift from supporting well
organized groups to directly managing charitable clinics and hospitals
across Tamil Nadu. This would be a significant shift in our philosophy of
supporting other groups to being directly responsible for daily operations
of a facility with employees. As we continue to explore this exciting
proposal, we will use this communication as a vehicle to keep you informed
and involved in deciding the future direction of ATMA. Should this new
plan prove to be attainable and feasible for our organization, we would like
this open forum to facilitate bringing members with interest and expertise
to the table. For those of you who would like more information or have an
interest in participating in the immediate next steps please contact me at
velloreparithivel@yahoo.com.

Wishing you all Happy New Year and Happy Pongal.
With warmest Regards,

V. S. Parithivel, MD, FACS
Office 718-960-1251/2

www.atmaus.org

Fax 718-960-1254
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DALLAS

My dear fellow ATMA members,

CONVENTION

I’d like to submit to you a brief report on the 4th Annual ATMA Convention. The
convention was held August 29th - 31st in Dallas. The hotel was the Hilton Anatole.
This is one of the biggest hotels in the southwest. It has the biggest lobby, compared
to any hotel. The lobby almost looks like a museum because of its wide variety of
Asian Art Collections throughout the lobby. The whole ambience was so enjoyable
and everybody who attended the convention enjoyed the ambience very well.
The attendees never had to leave the hotel for entertainment. The menu included
various cuisines including Indian, Mexican, Italian, and Southwest Style. We had
about 8 hours of continuing medical education with clinically useful topics for
everyday use.
We raised roughly US$ 85,000. We are trying to fund a project Banyan which helps
the homeless, mentally ill women in Chennai, Tamil Nadu. We are funding again
Pallavaram Children’s Hospital and also Gudalur Project. President Dr. Arumugham
presented an idea of a bigger ATMA project to be conceived, managed, and funded
by ATMA members.
The idea was well received and about 25 members pledged US$ 1000 each, on the
spot.
The theme of the convention was to do charity work for women and children
who need the most help, particularly in Tamil Nadu. The key note speaker was
Dr. Mathuram Santhosam of John Hopkins University and he presented on
preventative care for pediatrics. He focused on rehydration for dehydrated children,
and basic vaccinations for children.
The following are the two most notable individual donors:
1. Mr. Sathish Gupta - a Dallas business man who donated US$ 10,000 for the Banyan
project. Mr Sathish Gupta was invited by Dr. Geetha Pandian, the convention
chair.
2. Dr. Xavier Roche - The governor of Tristate from Indiana who donated US$ 6,000
for the ATMA Children’s Hospital Project in Pallavaram, Chennai.
I want to thank Dr. Geetha Pandian, governor of the Texas Chapter, and also
convention chair. I also want to thank the following convention co-chairs:
Dr. Bagyalakshmi Arumugham, Dr. Prabha Sundarajan, and Dr. Ezekiel. The
convention chair and co-chair recruited a lot of local talented volunteers to plan,
organize, and execute the convention in a grand manner. Without this team of
people, the convention would not have been a successful one. I also want to
thank Dr. Sundar Mudaliar, a faculty member of the University of California at
San Diego, in helping us to get the CME.
Dr. Athi Narayan, from Atlanta, Georgia, became the President. Dr. Venu Prabaker of
San Diego, California has been selected as President-elect.
The 5th Annual Convention will be in Atlanta, Georgia in 2009, during Labor Day
weekend. The 6th Convention will be hosted by Dr. Venu Prabaker in California
in 2010.
I would like to attach some photos taken during the convention this year.
The Texas Team that conceived, organized, and conducted the convention
successfully.
Signed,

Dr. P. Arumugham
President, ATMA
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Dr. Geetha Pandian presenting Lifetime acievement award to
Dr. Mathuram Santosham

CONVENTION

- REPORT

Dr. Xavier Roche presenting Public service award to
Dr. Rajammal Jayakumar

U.S. PHYSICIAN RESOURCES INTL. INC.
1513 Viceroy Dr. Dallas, TX 75235. Tel: 1800 468 1360. Fax: 1800 468 5737. www.usdrjobs.com--Since 1990

Offices in New York City and Dallas.
IS YOUR HOSPITAL LOOKING TO HIRE PHYSICIANS/Locums
Please pass on this ad to your Hospital CEO for new MD hires/
Locums
ATMA EMPLOYERS LOOKING TO HIRE PHYSICIANS?
We have a database of physicians looking for jobs/relocations
for new graduates, H1, J1, U.S. Citizens nationwide in many
specialties.

AAPI Preferred ProviderMD Staffing, Recruiting,
Since 1990.

ATMA PHYSICIANS LOOKING FOR JOB/Relocation?
We have jobs nationwide for U.S. citizens, doctors with green
cards, also H1/J1 jobs. Immigration, licensing assistance available.

CEO: Sante S. Chary -

Ph: 214-597-1571
Email: schary@usdrjobs.com
Member of AAPI, ATMA,APMG, HARVARD HEALTH ALUM ASSN
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ATMA Kodi Lives Project
ATMA’s charitable mission is to provide
health care and health education to uplift
crores (V) of lives (g\) that fits the
title “ATMA Kodi Lives Project”.

by the ATMA CF board): Estimated expense to establish and
maintain until its self sustenance is expected to be $400,000.
The name of the hospital will be ATMA Children’s Hospital.
Currently the hospital is under construction and ATMA
has given the seed money of $5,000 in 2005. The land was
gifted by local philanthropists. A trust board comprising
of local panchayat, retired officers of government and
private companies govern the project. Dr. Athi Narayan, the
ATMA President is also a member in the trust board. He has
donated $100,000 of his own personal funds for this charity,
not for profit hospital. Dr. Arumugham, the past President
has volunteered to lead this project.

Background: It has been increasingly difficult to keep
up with identifying the needy projects, reviewing its
authenticity, monitoring its income and expenses and
following through the utilization of funds. Therefore, in
ATMA’s 4th annual convention at Dallas the then President
Dr. P. Arumugham came up with the idea of “ATMA Kodi
Lives Project”. He said, “we affluent group of people of the
society should think big, do one or two big projects and
should do it well”. He mentioned the children and women
are the most vulnerable group with maximum morbidity
and mortality and ATMA should help in a massive way. His
forceful and emphatic speech moved many of the members
to pledge to donate $1,000 a year. His goal was to get a
minimum of 200 such donors, for a guaranteed $200,000
collection every year.

How you can help? If you are not an ATMA member
become a member, call your friends to join in ATMA. Join the
committees’ to serve. If you are a pediatrician, volunteer your
time when you visit India. Pledge and donate $1,000 every
year. Remember we need 200 of you to fund $200,000 a year.
Ask your friends and family to donate. The contact person for
this project is Dr. Arumugham and his phone # is (972)7889440 or email me at arumughap@yahoo.com.
Thank you for joining the force to heal the poor!

The first beneficiary of “ATMA Kodi Lives Project” will
be the Pallavaram Children’s Hospital (subject to approval

ATMA is a non-profit 501(C)3 tax exempted charitable organization
helps the underprivileged in respect to health care, promotes
preventive health for the underserved and assist in case of
emergencies and disasters. For more details please refer to www.
atmaus.org.

Name __________________________________________________

YOU CAN HELP: Your tax-exempt contribution is vital to ATMA’s
mission. Any contribution big or small is invaluable to the cause.
Your contributions to ATMA projects are 100% tax-deductible

_______________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

I wish to contribute:

Phone # ________________________________________________

$25/ $50/ $75/ $100/ $500/ $1,000/ Other __________
(Please choose one)

Distribute my contribution for the following project(s):
a. Health Camps, Education and Screening projects ____%

One time/ Monthly/ Annually/ (Please choose one)

b. ATMA Kodi Lives Project (for details refer above) _____%

By ________ Check _______ Credit Card (Please check one)

c. Tribal Health/ Sickle cell Project____%

If charging to a credit card:

d. Other (future projects)____%

Card Type _____ Card Number _____________________________
Expiration: _____ / _____ (MM / YY)

ATMA has my permission to publish my name and the amount
donated: Yes/ No (Please circle one)

I approve the above charge to my card at the noted frequency.

Please send completed form and the check to:

Signature ______________________________ Date: ___________

KANNAN RAMASWAMY,
ATMA Accounting Manager
9819 SINGLETON DRIVE, BETHESDA MD 20817
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American Tamil Medical Association

Georgia

G

eorgia chapter of ATMA was officially inaugurated on August
17, 2008 in Atlanta with a focus to bring awareness of ATMA’s
mission and its various charitable activities as well as to establish
ATMA’s presence in the Peach State and its neighboring geographical
areas. A rigorous membership drive was launched immediately and
is galloping in full swing ever since.
Dr. Balu S.Mani was elected as the chapter’s first Governor assisted by
Dr.M. Ramachandran as Secretary and Dr. Abdul Jabbar as treasurer.
This group, working closely with ATMA’s president Dr. Athi Narayan,
moved quickly into action and established firmly the presence of
ATMA in Georgia with more than 40 founder members.
The chapter has already met twice
and moving towards organizing the
next ATMA convention here in Atlanta
during September 4th through
7th, 2009. Dr. Palamalai Mahizhnan
and Dr. T.N. Krishnamoorthy have
graciously consented to be the CoChairs for the proposed convention.
Embassy Suites Centenial Park with
world largest aquarium next door in
downtown Atlanta has been selected
as the Venue for the convention. This
is a great place for a convention closer
to all the attractions that Atlanta has
to offer and is central to all areas of
the city. Highlights of the convention
include CME presentations organized
by the Emory University and Coordinated by Dr. Suresh Ramalingam; program for spouses during CME presentations;
1 hour ATMA-USA business sessions each day; exhibition booths from Pharmaceuticals, Jewellers, Sari and other vendors
etc. just to mention a few.
A souvenir committee is being formed to decorate the proceedings of the convention in a book form. Look forward to the
First Announcement of the convention shortly.

CHAPTER

We are all excited to organize the best-ever convention in Atlanta with a goal to achieve generation of a $100K contribution
to ATMA charity work. So help us GOD and all the ATMA members.

Pennsylvania

T

he Pennsylvania chapter had 6 members represented at the
annual convention in Dallas, TX. Earlier this year, the bylaws for
the PA chapter of ATMA were written and approved. Nomination
for the new Governor was called for last month. At a Physicians
meeting in Pittsburgh on November 6th, Dr. George Cherian
was nominated by Dr.T.N. Subbiah and seconded by Dr. Kedar.
Dr. George Cherian will take charge on 1-1-2009. Our next meeting
has been proposed to be held on the last weekend of December.
More meetings have been proposed during the first half of next
year and we have invited our ATMA President, Dr. Athi Narayanan
to one of the meetings. We have also decided to have a fund raising
program in the earlier part of next year.


CHAPTER

T

Texas
exas ATMA Chapter meeting was held on Sat. Nov 22nd in
Dallas, Texas.

Social get together started at 6.00pm followed Dr. Geetha Pandian,
the Governor, Texas ATMA chapter welcome speech at 6.45pm.
National ATMA news and activities were presented.
Ms.Ila Sarkar, Ms.Shobha Segal and Ms.Avayam Ramani, the
representatives from CHETNA were introduced to the group.
CHETNA is a non profit organization serving victims of domestic
violence.Each one discussed the CHETNA activities and services to
the South Asiancommunity pertaining to the domestic violence.
Dr. Geetha Pandian, TX ATMA chapter presented $2500 check to CHETNA Texas.
Mr. Robert (Bob) Harrison from Suicide and Crisis center talked about that organization and its services to
the TX community, followed by Dr. Bagya Arumugham of TX ATMA chapter presented a $1500 check to
Suicide Prevention center. The source of these fund was from the Dallas National ATMA annual meeting.
Mr. Bob Malone from “National Health Care Administrators” was accompanied by Mr. Mitchell Kuhn, Senior
Vice President. Bob gave a lecture with a power point presentation to educate us the benefit of having
Long term Care (LTC). It was very well received by the audience. Followed by a Q&A session. A delicious
dinner was served. Thanks to National Health Care Administrators for sponsoring this dinner.
35 - 40 people attended the meeting that includes spouses and children Several new members joined the
ATMA family.
Planning meeting for our next year activities were discussed.
Dr. Arumugham encouraged the physicians group in Dallas Fort Worth to bring more new members and
planning to have CME program as part of the Fund raising activity.
It was decided to have quarterly meeting of TX chapter. An annual fee of $25 for the TX ATMA chapter is
announced.
The next TX ATMA Chapter meeting will be held in April 2009.
For the April meeting members are asked to bring an item worth of $25.00 or more. We will have a silent
auction of the items and the proceeds will go to local charity, of members choice.
Planned to have a “Medical Professional meet” .

CHAPTER

The meeting was adjourned at 9.30 pm followed by Dr. Geetha Pandian’s thankyou note.

Chicago / Tri-State
News - Fall 2008

“W

e had our last chapter dinner meeting on November
22nd of 2008 in Chicago. ATMA President Dr. Athi Narayan
was the chief guest. Dr. Kris Anand talked about Irritable Bowel
Syndrome and Dr. Anuradha Divakaruni talked about CAD in
Women. There were about 70 members with families who attended
the meeting. Among which 12 of the members were new to ATMA.
All the attendees enjoyed the live music, karaoke and dances and
enjoyed the company of each other”.



CHAPTER

Greater Washington
G

W chapter conducted a fund raising event on November 15, 2008. The
event was called “JOY OF FESTIVALS” comprising of dances depicting
many festivals of India. It was a product of two dance schools conducted by
Mrs. Revathi Kumar and Mrs. Janaki Sivaraman who are members of ATMA
family. One hundred and twenty two children participated in this magnificent
performance and more than 300 people enjoyed the event.The dances were so
spectacular that they attracted several sponsors who contributed more than
$8500 in addition to ticket sales totaling $4500. Special thanks to Mrs Revathi
Kumar and members of the GW chapter who coordinated this successful event
During this event GW chapter donated $2000 to CHAI an organization in
Baltimore to help South Asians with mental health problems. Dr. Athi Narayan,
President of ATMA is kind enough to attend the function and address the
gathering. He briefed about the Pallavaram Children Hospital project. He was
given the check for $10,000 from the GW chapter towards the Children Hospital.
Dr. Nandakumar Menon, Medical Director, Gudalur Adivasi Hospital was the
Guest speaker. He spoke about the health care needs of the tribal population
and expansion project of the hospital. Dr. Athi Narayan presented him a check
for $7500 which was earmarked for Gudalur Hospital by the ATMA board.

Dr. Devika Krishnan

CHAPTER

Governor

Dr. M. Vasanthakumar
Treasurer

Dr. Anu Arun
Secretary

ATMA - India

A

TMA- India is a public charitable trust registered under the
Indian Income Tax Act established in Chennai to assist ATMA-US
for the following reasons:
l

To monitor the health care projects in TN and Pondicherry
funded by ATMA-USA

l

To obtain the FCRA/ 80G status for receiving the funds from
ATMA-USA

l

To coordinate the CME activities conducted in India in
collaboration with the Indian faculties

l

To supervise the ATMA administrative secretary and coordinate
the outsourced activities
The managing trustee and the chairman of ATMA-India is Dr. N.
Pandiyan a service oriented Rotarian. Other trustees are Dr. Nanda Kumar Menon, Dr. A. Muruganathan and
Dr. Vijay Viswanathan.
Mrs. R. Suchitra in Chennai serves as the administrative secretary.
For more details please refer to http://atmaindia.net or contact Mrs. Suchitra at 410-951-9053.


January 3 & 4, 2009

@ Hotel Savera

RadhakrishnaSalai, Chennai, Tamil Nadu.

Mail Check made to

CME from UCSD, San Diego 8 to 10 cat 1 hrs.
Registration fee $150 plus $15 for certificate, Includes
Registration and all meals with Banquet Dinner on Jan 3, 2009

ATMA International CME

15 Shelley lane, West Harrison NY 10604
Register Online at

www.mydonations.com/atmaus

JIPMER

entrance test. As the students hail from all parts of India and also
different parts of the world the campus provides a wonderful
cosmopolitan experience. It is staffed by a dedicated and highly
talented group of academicians who provide a great learning
experience to the students.

- Little Gem in South India

J

Sponsored by
American Tamil
Medical Association &
API Tamil Nadu Chapter

- M Sukumar MD

JIPMER alumni spread all over the globe have a sense of pride
about their institution and are in touch with their roots and are
anxious to help the institution in achieving its full potential.
JIPMER alumni Association (JAA) strives to establish and enhance a

awaharlal Institute of Post Graduate Medical Education and
Research (JIPMER) trace its origin to 1823 when a medical
school called “Cole de Medicne de Pondicherry was established
by French Government. It became Dhanvantri College in 1956
and was named “JIPMER” in 1956 by the Government of India. It is
considered one of the top five prestigious medical institutions in
India which are under the direct control of Directorate General of
Health Services (DGHS)It is located in the western tip of Puducherry
(formerly Pondicherry) and spread over 195
acres. In April 2008, Indian Parliament passed
a bill declaring JIPMER as an “Institute of
National Importance “and has granted more
budgetary allocation and autonomy.

mutually beneficial, enduring relationship between JIPMER and all
of its alumni. The members of its North American branch (JAANA)
are a cohesive group and they meet biennially for a long weekend
of nostalgia, relaxation and fun.

It is a major tertiary care referral hospital
that provides highest quality of inexpensive
medical care for thousands of patients each
year from all over India. It offers a number
of medical and paramedical courses at both
undergraduate and post graduate levels.
JIPMER admits only 75 students every year
in to their MBBS program. The students are
selected only by merit and based on their
performance in a very competitive national


A leading health care researcher from
Madras I I T , the Professor of Internal
Medicine & Biomedical Engineering at Ohio
State University Medical Center is conferred
MD degree by the University of Pécs:

T

he University of Pécs and the Hungarian Parliament
recognized Periannan Kuppusamy, PhD an ATMA
member from Ohio with a Doctor of Medicine Honoris
Causa on Thursday, November 6, 2008 for his scientific
accomplishments. On the occasion of the Day of Hungarian
Science the University of Pécs conferred honorary
doctor, professor emeritus and honorary professor titles.
Habilitation certificates, PhD, DLA
degrees were also awarded in the
presence of the audience and the
newly reconstructed buildings
of the Pollack Mihály Faculty of
Engineering were formally opened.
The university gown symbolizes
the fact that from this day forward
Professor Periannan Kuppusamy
belongs to the professorial staff of
the University of Pécs.

ATMA is proud of Dr. Periannan Kuppusamy’s
achievements and wishes him more in
years to come. It is worth noting that he
was a recipient of ATMA award in the
New Jersey convention in 2006.

“Dear Dr. Rajammal Jayakumar: Hearty congratulations on your
ambitious medical camps. Saro and I want to give our contribution
of $200. Will mail check to ATMA. Wish you all the best” - Soma
and Saro Ilangovan.
“Dear Dr.Arumugam: It was a pleasure for Deeptha and myself
to attend and the 4th annual ATMA conference elegantly and
efficiently organized by a fine group of physicians and their
colleagues, so much so we wanted to stay there for few more
days and enjoy your southern hospitality. ...........” - Deeptha and
Nedunchezian.
“Dear ATMA, Once again, on behalf of all of us in Gudalur with
the Sickle Cell Center and Gudalur Adivasi Hospital, we want to
sincerely thank ATMA for its continuing support over the past 4
years for both our program and the other great projects supported
by ATMA. The support you have all provided has saved many lives
of adivasi sickle cell patients who would have been left untreated
and potentially died in crisis. ATMA’s support has and continues
to be invaluable, so thank you!” - Hari Prabhakar
“Dear Dr. Athi Narayan, Congratulations to you for a great job
as President. It appears you are spending 24/7 for ATMA. You
traveled to TN, MD, IL, MI and several other places sacrificing your
personal time and money to meet people and promote ATMA.
You have sincerely and efficiently conducted monthly meeting
and brought all the chapters together. ATMA has truly gained
a great leader and I am confident 2009 will be a great year for
ATMA.” - Jay J Gopal
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Annual Convention
h
t

Atlanta, Georgia

Online registration: www.mydonations/atmaus.com
For more information visit ATMA website: www.atmaus.org
Dr. Athi Narayan ........................................................................... President
Dr. Balu Mani......................................... Convention Chapter Governor
Dr. Palamalai Mahizhnan .........................................................(Co chair)
Dr. T. N. Krishnamoorthy ..........................................................(Co chair)
Dr. Manohar Nallathambi ..................... (coordinator/Fund Raising)
Dr. Muthukrishnan Ramachandran ................................. (Secretary)
Dr. Abdul Jabbar ..................................................(Treasurer& Souvenir)
Dr. Periasamy Selvaraj . ................(Web site and Communications)
Dr. Suresh Ramalingam ........................................................ (CME chair)
Dr. Karthik Kasirajan ........................................................(CME Co chair)
Dr. Indran Krishnan . ............ (Public Relations and Entertainment)

2009

American Tamil Medical Association

ATMA Board :

4025 McGcinnis Ferry Rd, Apt 719B Suwanee, GA 30024.
Phone : (248) 212-3148
Tax ID : 20-2245175 • www.atmaus.org

Dr. Vellore Parithivel (Chairman 2008 &2009, Past President 2006)
Dr. P. Chockalingam (Past President-2007)
Dr. P. Arumughamn (Past President- 2008)
Dr. Sithian Nedunchezian (Governor- NY, NJ, CT Chapter)
Dr. Francis Xavier Roche (Governor- Tristate chapter of ILL,WI,& IN)

Advisory Commitee :
Dr. Jay J. Gopal (Past President 2004 (Past Chairman 2005)
Dr. Sambandam Baskaran (Past Chairman 2006)
Dr. C.K. Palani (Chairman, Bylaws committee)

Accountants :
Mr. Balagan Arumugasamy
Mr. Kannan Ramaswamy

Executive Committee :
Dr. Athi Narayan - President 2009
Dr. Muthukrishnan Ramachandran - Secretary (GA chapter)
Mrs. P. R. Suchitra - Administrative Secretary - (ATMA - India)

Pulse Editorial Board :

Governors :
CHAPTER
GOVERNOR
1) California
(President Elect 2010)
2) Florida
3) Georgia
4) Massachusetts
5) Michigan
6) New Jersey/ New York
7) Ohio
8) Pennsylvania
		
9) South West Chapter of
TN, AR & MS
10) Texas
(Convention Chair 2008)
11) Tristate Chapter of ILL, WI & IN
12) Greater Washington
13) Tamilnadu

Dr. Venu Prabaker
Dr. Venugopal Palani
Dr. Balu Mani
Dr. Raj Devaraj
Dr. Arivoli Veerappan
Dr. Sithian Nedunchezian
Dr. Panju Prithviraj
Dr. Ashok kumar
Dr. George Cherian
Dr. Narayanswami Rangaswami
Dr. Geetha Pandian
Dr. Francis Xavier Roche
Dr. Devika Krishnan
Dr. N. Pandiyan

Dr. V. Selvakumar - Editor, JATMA

Dr. S. Baskaran
Dr. Jay J. Gopal
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Retrieve Latest Clinical topics of interest
(From 2008 CME, ATMA Convention, Dallas, Texas)

Dr. Ram............................................................................. Prehypertension
Dr. Somasunder.................................................. Non-resectional therapies
Dr. John Joseph........................................................Rheumatology Update
Dr. R. Bakshi................................................ Testing Cognition in the Elderly
Dr. Bharaty Sundaram................................................................ Parkinsons
Dr. Rajam Ramamurthy............................. Prematurity, Global Perspectives
Dr. D. Patel.....................................................Addiction and Mental Health
Dr. Mudaliar................................................... Incretin and Type 2 Diabetes
Dr. P. Zeikus...............................................Cases in Dermatology A Review
Dr. Ramamurthy.......................................................................... Back Pain
Dr. Balachandar................................Celiac Disease and Hemochromatosis
Dr. Gunukula............................. Cardiac disease in Asian Indian population
Dr. Farrukh Hamid...................................................... Anti Aging Medicine
Check into

www.atmaus.org (Click CME and click Presentations)

Obituary

Dr. Setti Rengachary passed away on
December 12th after battling for nearly
2 years with Lung Cancer in Missouri.
Dr. Rengachary is an alumni of Madurai
Medical College. He is from the first
batch in MBBS and graduated as the
gold medalist in 1960. He served as the
Professor of Neurological Surgery at
Wayne State University. He was recognized
for his four decades of service as an
academician, mentor, and researcher in
the field of Neurosurgery. ATMA joins his
family in the grief and conveys its heartfelt
condolences to his family and friends.
He was awarded “the lifetime achievement
award” by TNF in Detroit in 2006 and by
ATMA in the third annual convention at
Las Vegas in 2007.
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